Neurobehavioral consequences of stressor exposure in rodent models of epilepsy.
Both normal, non-epileptic as well as seizure-prone rodents exhibit a spectrum of anxiogenic-like behaviors in response to stressor exposure. Comparative analysis reveals that the same set of emotionality dependent measures is sensitive to both stress reactivity in normal rodents as well as stress hyperreactivity typically seen in seizure-prone rodents. A variety of unconditioned, exploratory tasks reflect global sensitivity to stressor exposure in the form of behavioral inhibition of locomotor output. Moreover, well chosen stressors can trigger de novo seizures with or without a history of seizure incidence. Seizures may be elicited in response to stressful environmental stimuli such as noxious noises, tail suspension handling, or home cage disturbance. Stress reactivity studies in rodents with a genetic predisposition to seizures have yielded important clues regarding brain substrates that mediate seizure ontogeny and modulate ictogenesis. Brains of seizure susceptible rodents reflect elevated content of the stress-related neuropeptide, corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) in several nuclei relative to non-susceptible controls and neutralization of brain CRF attenuates seizure sensitivity. Findings outlined in this review support a diathesis-stress hypothesis in which behavioral- and neuro-pathologies of genetically seizure susceptible rodents arise in part due to multifaceted hyperreactivity to noxious environmental stimuli.